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Developed by the National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) and today in its 4th
edition, Essentials of WEIGHT TRAINING and Conditioning is the essential text for strength and
conditioning experts and students. Its scope, accuracy, and dependability make it the
fundamental preparation text for the CSCS examination as well as a definitive reference for
strength and conditioning specialists to consult within their everyday practice. Functioning
combined with the instructor guide and presentation package, a test bundle has been added
to assist instructors in analyzing students' understanding of key concepts. The evidence-
based strategy and unbeatable accuracy of the text make it the principal resource to depend
on for CSCS examination preparation. The text is arranged to lead visitors from theory to plan
design and practical strategies for administration and administration of power and
conditioning services. EEssentials of WEIGHT TRAINING and Conditioning, Fourth Edition,
provides the most comprehensive info on organization and administration of services, testing
and evaluation, workout techniques, training adaptations, program design, and framework and
function of body systems. Application sidebars provide request of scientific concepts which
you can use by power and conditioning professionals in real-world settings, making the
information immediately relatable and usable. - A new chapter with guidelines and photos
presents techniques for exercises using substitute modes and nontraditional implements. -
Ten additional checks of maximum power and strength, aerobic capability, along with new
versatility exercises, resistance training exercises, plyometric exercises, and rate and agility
drills help specialists design applications that reflect current recommendations. Key points,
chapter goals, and learning aids including key terms and self-study queries provide a
structure to help students and specialists conceptualize the information and reinforce
fundamental details. - Updated research--specifically in the areas of high-intensity interval
training, overtraining, agility and rate in changes of direction, nutrition for health and efficiency,
and periodization--helps readers better understand these well-known trends in the industry.
The web resource provides college students with lab actions in fillable form for practice and
info retention. Further, both college students and professionals will benefit from the online
videos of 21 foundational exercises that provide visible instruction and reinforce proper
technique. Essentials of WEIGHT TRAINING and Conditioning, 4th Edition, offers an expanded
ancillary package for instructors. Instructors obtain access to a 61-video collection, like the 21
videos available in the web resource, plus yet another 40 videos demonstrating resistance
training exercises, plyometric exercises, and exercises using alternative settings and
nontraditional implements, getting practical articles to the classroom. The scope and content
of Essentials of Strength Training and Conditioning, Fourth Edition With Web Reference, have
been updated to convey the data, skills, and abilities required of a power and conditioning
professional and to address the latest information on the Certified Power and Conditioning
Specialist (CSCS) exam. The 4th edition contains the most current study and applications and
several new features: - Online videos featuring 21 resistance training exercises demonstrate
correct exercise form for classroom and practical use. This comprehensive resource, created
by 30 expert contributors in the field, explains the key theories, ideas, and scientific principles
of weight training and conditioning and also their direct software to athletic competition and



efficiency.
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Terrible as an e-book Terrible as an e-book. Make sure you brush through to your sports
nutrition! I really was hoping to purchase this to use in class instead of needing to carry the
large textbook around campus, but this e-book is worthless if you ask me and wastes my time
trying to find content that isn't there. Additionally, when I am designated to read specific web
pages, I am unable too since there are no page amounts with the e-publication. I finished up
purchasing the physical copy of the textbook. I'll not really be purchasing e-textbooks from
Amazon again. more of a side by side comparison of the linear and nonlinear programming
mentioned and why things in the individual programs might be less than optimal... The CSCS
certification is among the most recognized in the market. Need for school Five Stars perfect
condition. This book was in great condition! Conditioning Professional: 2018 Edition Study
Information that highlights the knowledge required to move the CSCS Examination to become
a Certified Strength & Conditioning Mentor to prepare for the CSCS test and passed both
sections (Scientific & Practical / Applied) on my initial attempt! Your best option out there in
the event that you wanna become a personal trainer.From the background as a college
athlete at a major division I program, I was subjected to many of the practices pointed out in
this text and can enjoy the acknowledgement of the mental aspect of performance. I highly
recommend both books! Good for Athlete Population. Lacking in special population I have had
another edition for nearly a year and about two months ago purchased the fourth on Kindle. I
thought at first that a question bank may be included. I would like to share though that , it is
crucial that if you are personal schooling and not just dealing with Sportsmen, you get the
requirements of Personal Training, as the extra chapters on Particular Populations like
customers with MS etc...!. I think you could find comparable or better demo's) explanations
about YouTube from athleanX As anyone who has an exercise science degree I didn't think
the online materials were significant.. thanks a lot!. The labs maybe a bit, but there have been
very few videos for me (10 or 13 maybe). I think you could see similar or better demo's)
explanations on YouTube from athleanX, Scott Herman, Jeff nippard and perhaps even
Scooby or a general search. Just didn't endure to the text. I believe the updated information
will probably be worth the extra money and I am glad I purchased this reserve. But that's an
extra nondescript fee and can be for instructors so I don't know when you have to send a
university email or something. I really do LOVE the written text though; both concise and
descriptive with intriguing analysis cited. Excellent version!The one area that still left me
wanting even more was the chapters on periodization. That being said, I still very much like
this book. Well described topics, and very interesting to read, an extremely complete book.
The analysis guide points out areas you should focus on and has two great practice
assessments (one for each section) that help to see predicament with the data. However, as
far as healthy sportsmen are worried, this book is an excellent start and will carry you into the
intermediate level, whereas the NSCA subject specific books appear to go a little different.. A
great science book that addresses a little about a lot, not exactly for beginners This book is
quite dense and I would recommend that you purchase additional what to accompany it first,
one being "Science and Practice of Strength Training, Second Edition". It covers all the factors
in great fine detail. Once you go through the manual and review the guide you can brush up
any areas needed from there which means you are set arrive test day. The authors try to spare
no details in terms of they covered a lot about the big issues in training, periodization, exercise
selection plus some basic biology.! One Star Very dificult to learn, besides the images can't be
zoomed, I regret not purchasing the hard copy. The study guide points out areas you should
focus on and has two great practice tests (one for each section) that help you . There are



however entire books about the subject so I can't complain!In the event that you buy this
publication, you're more seeking for science and having the ability to break down applications
and learn what's functioning well in them. If you're looking for specific programs for your
athletes or sample applications you might like to reconsider. I will say that after I've go through
this a couple of times I am more in a position to recognize that many programs can be
constructed very well and this book just tells you a bit more about those have more good
things than the others.Should anyone ever browse another "fitness content" your bs meter will
quickly be able to detect quality The top resource you need to pass the CSCS exam. This is
the TOP resource to read for passing the CSCS. It isn't an easy test. No page figures and half of
the content is missing. The go-to strength training and athletic nutrition textbook. The go to
strength training and athletic nutrition book. Predicated on science I purchased it to obtain
recertified for my CSCS Great condition!CSCS Certified Strength & It it very helpful for my
online course and the renting dates are perfect for semester classes. Five Stars Very useful
resource! Just what I wanted! Perfect reference for my career! make it worth it. Five Stars
Excellent and well explained ideas about different topics. I used this manual along with  To be
worth it I really require some extra insight from a specialist, with citations where applicable (as
in the text). I would have like to see an example of different approaches, ex. Great Reserve.
Very recommended.
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